Bennett, David J., Hans Hultborn, Brent Fedirchuk, and Mon-passive, allowing a linear summation of synaptic inputs and ica Gorassini. Synaptic activation of plateaus in hindlimb moto-passive transmission to the spike-initiating region (i.e., inineurons of decerebrate cats. J. Neurophysiol. 80: 2023Neurophysiol. 80: -2037, tial segment/soma) (Granit et al. 1966a) . It is now known 1998. Intracellular recordings were made from hindlimb motoneu-that several active membrane properties further shape the rons in decerebrate cats to study how synaptic inputs could affect motoneuronal output, including voltage-dependent, noninacthe threshold at which plateau potentials are activated with current tivating inward currents (likely Ca 2/ -mediated) (Schwindt injections through the recording microelectrode in the cell body.
and Crill 1980a Crill -c, 1982 Crill , 1984 . In particular, these inward This study was prompted by recent evidence that the noninactivatcurrents can regeneratively produce prolonged depolarizaing inward currents that regeneratively produce the plateau potentials arise (partly) from dendritic conductances, which may be tions (plateau potentials) and associated self-sustained firing relatively more accessible to synaptic input than to current injected when facilitated by brain stem serotonergic and noradrenerinto the soma. Initially, cells were studied by injecting a slow gic pathways or for that matter, any intervention that suffitriangular current ramp intracellularly to determine the threshold ciently reduces opposing outward currents (e.g., K / ) (see for activation of the plateau. In cells where the sodium spikes were reviews, Hultborn and Kiehn 1992; Schwindt and Crill blocked with intracellular QX314, plateau activation was readily 1984). If these active membrane properties function at or seen as a sudden jump in membrane potential, which was not near the soma, they would simply serve to amplify the motodirectly reversed as the current was decreased. With normal spikneuron output, so that Granit's concept of linear summation ing, the plateau activation (the noninactivating inward current) of synaptic input on the dendrites may still hold qualitatively.
was reflected by a steep and sustained jump in firing rate that was not directly reversed as the current was decreased. Importantly, However, recent evidence from turtle motoneurons has indithe threshold for plateau activation (at 34 Hz on average) was cated that these noninactivating inward currents arise from significantly above the recruitment level (13 Hz on average). When channels that cover the dendritic tree (Hounsgaard and tonic synaptic excitation [excitatory postsynaptic potentials Kiehn 1993), thus raising the possibility that inputs to moto-(EPSPs)] was provided either by stretching the triceps surae mus-neurons may be differentially amplified by these currents, cle or by stimulating its nerve at a high frequency, the threshold depending on their distance from the soma. We have investifor plateau activation by intracellular current injection was signifigated this possibility because previous results, which we cantly lowered (by 12 Hz or 5.8 mV on average, without and describe below, have suggested a discrepancy between the with QX314, respectively). Conversely, tonic synaptic inhibition [inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs)], provided by appro-threshold for activation of plateau potentials by synaptic priate nerve stimulation, significantly raised the plateau threshold input, compared with current injected directly into the soma (by 19 Hz or 7.6 mV on average). These effects were graded with through a microelectrode.
the intensity of tonic EPSPs and IPSPs. Strong enough EPSPs
When a graded depolarizing current is injected through brought the plateau threshold down sufficiently that it was activated an intracellular electrode into a motoneuron of a decerebrate by the intracellular current soon after recruitment. A further in-cat (with the brain stem intact), a critical threshold (plateau crease in tonic EPSPs recruited the cell directly, and in this case threshold) is reached above which further depolarization can the plateau was activated at or before recruitment. The finding trigger a regenerative activation of sustained inward currents that synaptic excitation can produce plateau activation below the recruitment level is of importance for the interpretation of its func-and thus a further depolarization (plateau potential) (Contion. With this low-threshold activation, the plateau potentials are way et al. 1988; Heckman and Lee 1996; Hounsgaard et al. likely important in securing an effective recruitment to frequencies 1988). With such intracellular activation the plateau threshthat produce significant force generation and would subsequently old is above the recruitment level of the cell, so moderate have no further affect on the frequency modulation, other than to to high levels of firing are reached before the plateau is provide a steady depolarizing bias that would help to sustain firing activated, and the plateau activation produces a distinct jump (cf. self-sustained firing). Additional jumps in frequency after reto a still higher firing rate (i.e., bistable firing) (Eken et al. cruitment (i.e., bistable firing) would not be expected.
1989; see Figs. 1d and 5 in Hounsgaard et al. 1988) . In an effort to determine whether plateau potentials occur in awake I N T R O D U C T I O N freely moving animals and humans, Kiehn (1989, 1992) recorded single motor units and looked for such susThe classical view of the mammalian spinal motoneuron, tained jumps in firing (bistable firing) in response to shortwhich emerged from the laboratories of Eccles and Granit lasting excitatory synaptic inputs. However, these studies in the 1950s and 1960s, held that the cell membrane in areas of synaptic contact (largely the dendrites) was essentially and the more recent studies of Gorassini et al. (1998a,b ; see also Eken and Kiehn 1997) have found that bistable firing is relevance and may explain why bistable firing is not common in motor-unit recordings of awake behaving animals. Parts uncommon, and instead more often the short-lasting synaptic excitation caused a recruitment of new motor units, which of this work have been presented in a conference abstract (Bennett et al. 1995) . continued to fire after the synaptic excitation was removed (self-sustained firing). In retrospect, these findings are consistent with the original cat studies, where short-lasting syn-M E T H O D S aptic excitation triggered plateau potentials that caused intraIntracellular recordings were made from motoneurons of the left cellularly recorded motoneurons (Hounsgaard et al. 1988) hindlimb of 14 male cats, with approval from the local animal to also jump from rest to sustained firing (self-sustained ethics committee. The animals were initially anesthetized with the firing) (e.g., cat motor units in Crone et al. 1988; and Fig. short-acting drug Saffan (1.5 ml/kg im; Pitman-Moore) in order 1b of Hounsgaard et al. 1988) . Apparently, in this situation to place two venous lines in the front legs, a carotid arterial blood where the plateau is activated by synaptic input alone, the pressure line, and a tracheal tube. As the Saffan wore off, the threshold for activation appears to be at or below the recruit-animal was kept under deep anesthetic by inhalation of ether ment level, and thus much lower than when activated by (1-2%) mixed in nitrous oxide (50%) and oxygen (50%). Atrointracellular current as described above. The difference be-pine (0.1 mg/kg sc) and dexamethasone (1 mg/kg iv) were given tween the threshold for intracellular and synaptic activation to prevent congestion and CNS swelling, respectively. Exhaled C0 2 of plateaus was not specifically addressed in the original cat was monitored and maintained between 4 and 5%, and the animal was ventilated if necessary during the anesthetic. A bicarbonate studies, but now that it appears to be important in undermixture (1.7% NaHCO 3 and 10% glucose in saline) was given standing plateaus in awake animals and humans, we have continuously through the experiment to counter acidosis, with reinvestigated this issue.
doses determined in several cats with blood gas analysis. The
One possible mechanism that might explain the different bladder was catheterized. A rectal probe and heating lamp and pad effects of synaptic and intracellular plateau activation (men-were used to maintain the cat's temperature between 36 and 37ЊC tioned above) could be that plateau potentials arise from during surgery. Additional temperature probes were placed in the inward currents primarily situated in dendrites that are rela-spinal and leg pools during recordings (see below), and warm air tively electrotonically distant from the soma, so that synaptic was also blown under the cat. During surgery, fluid (saline or excitation could locally depolarize the dendrites and bring Dextran) was sometimes given to maintain the pressure above 80 the inward currents closer to threshold, while having rela-mmHg. When the blood pressure fell after surgery (often Ç5-8 h later) the noradrenergic (NA) agonist Effortil (Boehringer) or tively less effect on the soma and spike initiation. Studies NA were given intravenously to effect, with a slow perfusion pump. from turtle motoneurons have shown that these inward currents arise both in the dendrites and soma, and thus considering the large size of the dendritic Decerebration, nerve preparation, and laminectomy tree compared with the soma (e.g., 20-30 times the area of Cats were anemically decerebrated by ligating the basilar and the soma) (Cullheim et al. 1987) , both these inward currents both common carotid arteries, a procedure that has been shown to and the synaptic input should indeed act primarily on the produce a decerebration that involves all cortical tissue above the dendrites. Thus synaptic input should activate the plateau pons, where the basilar ligature is placed (Crone et al. 1988) . The potentials relatively easily, whereas current injected into the anesthetic was removed 5-6 h after ligating the vessels, and the soma through a microelectrode should easily activate the decerebration was verified to be clinically complete in all animals sodium spikes in the initial segment/soma, but less effec-by the development of tonic extensor muscle tone (alpha rigidity) tively activate the inward currents in the dendrites (depicted (Crone et al. 1988) , lack of spontaneous movements, and large in Fig. 1A ). Although this possible differential activation of nonreactive pupils.
The following nerves were cut and their proximal stumps presynaptic and somatic inputs on the plateaus depends critipared for stimulation: hamstrings (biceps, semimembranosus, cally on there being sufficient electrotonic attenuation besemitendonosus taken together; H), quadriceps (Q), tibial distal tween the soma and dendrites, it does not require that the to the gastrocnemius nerve, (TIB), ipsi-and contralateral common synaptic input and plateaus have to arise in the extreme distal peroneal (CP), and sural. The medial gastrocnemius and lateral dendrites. Even relatively modest distances from the soma gastrocnemius-soleus nerves (GS) were freed for stimulation, but (e.g., half a space constant), consistent with the known aver-left in continuity. The triceps surae muscles were severed distally age location of Ia afferent inputs, should suffice (see DISCUS-and prepared for mounting on a muscle puller. That is, a hole was SION ) (Brown and Fyffe 1981; Redman and Walmsley 1983 ; drilled through the calcaneus bone, a heavy inelastic nylon cord Segev et al. 1990 ).
was tied through the hole, and the bone was cut distally, leaving On the basis of this dendritic, model we have tested the only a small bone chip attached to the Achilles tendon. The nylon cord was knotted at the bone chip and onto a muscle puller, and the hypothesis that Ia afferent synaptic excitation of motoneuknots were soaked in glue (cyanoacrylate, Superglue) to prevent rons should lower the threshold for plateau activation (i.e., slipping.
threshold firing rate or potential seen at the soma) by a A lumbar laminectomy was made at the L 5 -L 6 segments, and graded depolarizing current injected through a microeleclateral vertebral clamps were placed at T 9 and L 3 . The animal was trode in the soma (as discussed above). Indeed, our results moved to a stereotaxic frame, and additional mechanical support demonstrated that the plateau threshold was lowered so much was provided by hip, knee, and femur pins and a third vertebrae by a tonic synaptic input that plateau activation occurred clamp at the recording site. To further stabilize the recording site, near the recruitment level of the cell. Furthermore, when the it was necessary to paralyze most of the cats (pancuronium brocell was depolarized by a graded synaptic input, rather than mide; 0.6 mg/h), but only after they had remained nonreactive injected current, the plateau threshold was at or below the for ¢1 h. A pneumothorax was performed after the pancuronium injection, and artificial respiration was initiated as soon as the drug recruitment level. The later situation is of primary functional . A: plateau activation by intracellular current injection was studied with and without a steady (tonic) peripheral synaptic input (Ia afferent excitation, and reciprocal Ia inhibition). B: method of measuring plateau threshold, shown for a gastrocnemiussoleus (GS) motoneuron. A linearly increasing current (ramp) was injected into the cell, while measuring the membrane potential and instantaneous firing frequency. The plateau was considered to be initiated at the point where the frequency and potential jumped steeply (plateau threshold), and a subsequent decrease in current did not reverse this steep jump. In this case the plateau threshold was 27 Hz and remained activated after the cell stopped firing, until the point marked with an arrow. The changes in membrane potential can be seen more clearly during firing from the superimposed thin line, which is the potential after filtering out the high-frequency spikes (low-pass filter of 5 Hz). Tops of spikes clipped in this and subsequent plots. C: frequency plotted against current for data shown in Fig. 1B . Arrows show direction of time. Note hysteresis and self-sustained firing (firing below current at recruitment), indicative of a plateau. took effect. Skin flaps were used to make mineral oil pools over plateaus (Fig. 1B ) (see also Hounsgaard et al. 1988 ). The membrane potential increased roughly linearly with the current until firing bethe spinal cord and leg. The Achilles tendon was tied to a muscle puller (310B, Cambridge), and the portion that was out of the leg gan, at which point the mean potential transiently dropped due to AHP initiation (see thin line in Fig. 1B ). The firing rate (and pool was kept moist with mineral oil-soaked cotton. membrane potential) then increased linearly with the current (primary slope, marked p) until a critical transition frequency was
Nerve stimulation, intracellular electrodes, and recording reached, above which the frequency (and potential) increased Nerves were stimulated with pairs of silver wire electrodes to steeply (secondary slope marked s in Fig. 1B ; see note on terminolantidromically activate and identify motoneurons. A monopolar ogy below). This steep rise, or jump, in frequency usually indicated silver wire electrode was placed over the cord dorsum for recording the initiation of the plateau (or rather the associated noninactivating the incoming nerve volley. Intracellular recordings were made with inward currents), because bringing down the injected current after conventional glass electrodes, with tips broken to 1.2-1.5 mm, and this jump did not bring the firing rate back to that before the jump pressure filled with 3 M potassium acetate to give a 5-to 8-MV at matched current levels. This can be most clearly seen by plotting resistance. Some electrodes also had the sodium channel blocker current against frequency and observing the frequency differences QX314 mixed with the potassium acetate to inactivate spiking at a given current level ( Fig. 1C ; cf. counterclockwise hysteresis (100-mM solution used to fill tip of electrode, potassium acetate loop) (Hounsgaard et al. 1988) . Also in Figs. 1B and 2 we have used to complete filling of electrode; RBI) (Brownstone et al. drawn, for reference, the firing rate profile that would be predicted 1994). Recordings were made with an Axoclamp2B amplifier if the plateau (inward currents) had not been initiated (thin lines; (Axon Instruments) in either standard bridge mode, or in discontin-extrapolated from the primary slopes). The threshold at which the uous current clamp mode (DCC; 2-and 5-kHz sampling rate, plateau was initiated (i.e., the frequency at which a steep jump in followed by 1-kHz low-pass filter) (cf. Brownstone et al. 1994 ). firing rate began; i.e., plateau threshold) was the main subject of The DCC mode allowed for more accurate measurements of mem-investigation, and is marked with an arrow in Fig. 1 B. This plateau brane potential despite changes in electrode resistance with injected threshold and the amplitude of the frequency jump were examined current and was used during experiments with QX314. during ramp current injections at different levels of synaptic input On penetration, basic properties were measured to determine produced by either muscle stretch or high-frequency nerve stimulacell type, including resting membrane potential, spike height, input tion. Both steady and sinusoidally modulated muscle stretch was resistance to a 03-nA pulse, rheobase, conduction velocity, after-used. hyperpolarization (AHP) duration and amplitude. Cells with rest-
The membrane potential and/or spike frequency was plotted ing membrane potentials more negative than 055 mV and spike against current on a storage oscilloscope to judge the hysteresis height of ú65 mV were included in the results. associated with plateau initiation on-line (Fig. 1C) . The point at which the ramp generator was switched from a positive to negative
Plateau identification
slope was manually controlled and usually was just after the initiation of the plateau (jump in firing rate), because allowing the A slowly increasing and then decreasing current ramp (''triangular'' pulses, Ç5 nA/s) was injected to test for the presence of current to go too high could inactivate the spiking mechanism.
Across all cells tested, there was a gradation of response profiles our conclusions, because our main objective was to study the interaction of synaptic input with plateaus and not the occurrence of to the ramp current injection, from cells that showed full counterclockwise hysteresis to cells that did not. One such intermediate plateaus per se.
Statistical comparisons were made with Student's t-tests, with type showed a transition to a steep frequency-current (F-I) slope and an initial counterclockwise hysteresis as the current was re-a 95% confidence level. Means { SD are quoted in the text. duced, but when the current was reduced further the firing rate fell below that for the same current on the ascending portion of the R E S U L T S current ramp. Thus, a figure-eight-shaped F-I plot was formed.
These were usually higher threshold cells as determined from their Intracellular plateau activation with current ramps electrophysiological properties, and the figure-eight shape corresponded in part to an adaptation in sodium spiking after the rapid Intracellular recordings were made from 91 hindlimb mofiring. Lower threshold cells sometimes exhibited an opposite be-toneurons in 14 decerebrate cats, and plateaus were identified havior with hysteresis only at low firing rates. That is, their firing as detailed in METHODS (see section, Plateau identification). accelerated rapidly after recruitment and showed no counterclock-Initially, current was injected through the recording microwise hysteresis at high firing rates, but they remained firing when electrode with a ramp profile to determine the threshold for the current was reduced below the current for recruitment (i.e., plateau activation under resting conditions, without muscle self-sustained firing; Fig. 10B ). For the purposes of this paper, a stretch. A plateau was assumed to be initiated if there was plateau was broadly defined by counterclockwise hysteresis, figurea sustained jump in firing rate that was not immediately eight-shaped F-I plots, and/or self-sustained firing.
reversed as the injected current was reduced (see counterSome cells were studied in a similar manner, but after inactivaclockwise hysteresis and self-sustained firing in Figs. 1B tion of the sodium spiking mechanism with QX314. A current ramp was again used to initiate a plateau, and the critical transition and 2). The term ''plateau'' is somewhat misleading, bevoltage at which the plateau was initiated was investigated (plateau cause during the plateau the firing rate and potential were threshold; Fig. 4 ). Analogously to the firing frequency analysis, not clamped at a particular level and could readily be inthis voltage was the threshold at which further current caused a creased or decreased by the current ramp (Figs. 1B and 2). self-sustained depolarization and counterclockwise hysteresis in In this case it might be more appropriate to refer to the the voltage-current (V -I) plots.
activation of noninactivating inward currents that caused the sustained increase in firing, but, because we did not measure ''Secondary'' slope in F-I relation these currents directly, we retain the terminology ''plateau,'' with the implication that the noninactivating inward currents The majority of the cells (79%, 59/75) studied during to compute F-I slopes involve responses to current steps, computed repetitive firing showed indications of noninactivating inat different times after the step, including when steady-state firing ward currents, with at least a steep increase in firing rate is reached (Granit et al. 1966a,b) . Our F-I slopes most closely (cf. secondary slope; see METHODS for definition) as the correspond to these steady-state responses, because the ramps were current was ramped upward. These included cells both with , we tested how the threshold for the onset of the secondary firing rate, the majority also showed signs of plateaus slope (transition frequency) also changed with synaptic input. Basically, this was a repeat of Granit's classical experiments (Granit (49/59, or 65% of the 75 total; plateaus seen in 13/14 cats; et al. 1966a,b) , except that a ramp, rather than a series of step Figs. 1-3). That is, there was a steep jump in firing rate inputs, were used.
(again referred to as the secondary slope in Table 1) , and firing was sustained even after the current was decreased, Drugs to promote plateaus as just mentioned above. The plateau activation produced a sustained increment in firing rate (cf. plateau amplitude, The anemic decerebrate cats without pharmacological treatment Table 1 ), as can be seen by comparison with the injected can exhibit plateaus during intracellular current injection, with an current profile superimposed on the frequency plots ( Fig. 1B associated rigidity mediated by the a-motoneurons (Hounsgaard and 2A). The plateau appeared to turn ''off '' (deactivate) at et al. 1988 ). This situation relies on the integrity of the brain stem associated lower frequencies of firing than at which it was and its descending monoaminergic pathways, including actions of serotonin (5-HT) and norepinephrine (Conway et al. 1988 ; Houns-activated, or in some cases even after firing ceased, as can gaard et al. 1988 ). However, some cats did not exhibit plateau be seen from the membrane potential (arrow in Fig. 1B behavior and had poor muscle tone. In these cats we gave small labeled ''off plateau''). The plateau threshold (frequency at which firing began mg/kg) to facilitate plateaus. These doses were below those neces-to increase steeply; METHODS and arrow in Fig. 1B ) was sary to initiate plateaus in spinal cats (ú50 mg/kg), indicating that measured initially under control conditions (slack muscle, brain stem monoaminergic tracts still had considerable influence on no nerve stimulation), and it was significantly greater than the spinal cord (Hounsgaard et al. 1988) . In two cats, we facilitated the initial recruitment rate (P õ 0.05; Table 1 ; e.g., see plateaus with the monoamine oxidase inhibitor Nialamide (50 control condition in Fig. 2A ). Our primary objective was mg/kg) (Conway et al. 1988) , rather than 5-HTP, which presumto see whether this threshold was lowered with excitatory ably facilitated the actions of endogenous monoamines, including 5-HT. We consider it unlikely that these drug interventions affected synaptic input. However, we initially found this difficult to study, because in some cells the plateau threshold changed ( Fig. 2A, left) , and on average to within 8.5 Hz of this rate (Table 1) . with repeated intracellular activation at intervals of õ15 s, while keeping all other conditions constant. This warm-up
In cells that did not exhibit plateaus, but had a secondary slope, the tonic EPSPs significantly lowered the transition phenomenon for plateau potentials has recently been described by Russo and Hounsgaard (1994) and Svirskis and frequency to the secondary slope (P õ 0.05, Table 1, 85% of cells affected). Two cells that only exhibited a single Hounsgaard (1995 Hounsgaard ( , 1997 , and for the present material in a companion paper (Bennett et al. 1998) . For the results de-shallow slope (cf. primary slope) before EPSPs, had a steep secondary slope after EPSPs (similar to Fig. 3 in Granit et scribed below, we have avoided it by waiting ú20 s between trials (or repeatedly activating a plateau under the same al. 1966b; see DISCUSSION ). conditions until a steady state was reached).
Influence of tonic synaptic inhibition [inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs)] on plateaus Influence of tonic synaptic excitation [excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) below recruitment level]
Because tonic EPSPs facilitated plateaus, we investigated on plateaus whether the opposite effect might be achieved by tonic inhibitory synaptic input, IPSPs (by high-frequency nerve stimuOur main finding was that the plateau threshold, measured lation; e.g., CP nerve, 100 Hz, 2T; Fig. 2) . Indeed, such during intracellular current injection as above, was substan-IPSPs significantly increased the threshold frequency for platially lowered by peripheral excitatory synaptic input teau activation ( Fig. 2, right ; P õ 0.05, Table 1 , 100% of (EPSPs, Fig. 2, A and B) . The majority of the cells recorded cells tested affected, although 9 cells were not tested because were GS motoneurons, and we produced the EPSPs with IPSPs could not be produced). In cells that did not exhibit tonic stretch of the GS muscle. If stable penetrations were plateaus, but exhibited a secondary slope, tonic IPSPs sigmade from other identifiable cells, we produced tonic EPSPs nificantly increased the transition frequency (P õ 0.05, Taby high-frequency stimulation of heteronymous nerves. In ble 1). all cases, EPSPs were adjusted to be subthreshold for firing All cells, regardless of whether they had plateaus, had a (muscle length usually 10-12 mm from slack, but less in maximum firing rate above which current injection had no units that fired at this length; nerve stimulation 1-2T). With effect (cf. rate limiting) (Binder et al. 1996) . Thus the effect such subthreshold EPSPs, intracellular current ramps initi-of IPSPs was to bring the threshold for the secondary slope ated plateaus at significantly lower frequencies of firing (see and/or plateau closer to this maximum (Fig. 2, right) . arrows in Fig. 2B ; mean drop 012 Hz, P õ 0.05, Table Strong enough IPSPs could raise this threshold to meet the 1, 87% cells affected). The plateau amplitude (size of the maximum rate, so the secondary slope and jump to the plafrequency jump during plateau activation, Table 1 ) was not teau was reduced or eliminated ( Fig. 2A, see also Fig. 4) . altered, but it was often activated more slowly (cf. shallower secondary slope; Fig. 2A ). Of course, the EPSPs also low-Influence of tonic synaptic excitation that recruits cell ered the amount of current needed to initiate the plateau, but directly this was expected, even with simple linear summation (Granit et al. 1966a) . With EPSPs, the plateau threshold When the synaptic excitation was increased to bring a cell just below the firing level, the threshold for activating the was often lowered to near the initial recruitment rate J-789-7 / 9k2d$$oc13 09-17-98 13:51:51 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG. 3. Influence of suprathreshold synaptic input on plateau. A: responses to ramp current injection, as in Fig. 2 , but for low-threshold GS motoneuron that could be recruited directly by tonic muscle stretch. Right plot: frequency-current (F-I) relation showing jump to plateau (horizontal arrow) and hysteresis under control/resting conditions. Diagonal arrows show direction of time. Middle plot: synaptic input produced firing just at recruitment rate (suprathreshold; rectangular box, at 0 nA current), which was followed immediately by a current ramp to test for plateau activation. Note that there was no jump in firing rate in this case (see text). Left plot: same as previous, but a hyperpolarizing current bias was applied after the cell was recruited by muscle stretch, to terminate the firing produced by the muscle stretch. A current ramp starting from this hyperpolarized level caused an early jump in frequency, and hysteresis indicative of a plateau. B: membrane potentials showing AHP size and shape before (1), and after plateau activation with either intracellular current (2) or muscle stretch (3). Stars indicate interspike intervals of comparable durations, and arrows show appearance of afterdepolarization. Data corresponds to points labeled 1-3 in A.
plateau with intracellular current was lowered to the point muscle stretch, caused hysteresis indicative of plateau activation (left plot in Fig. 3A ). In this case the plateau was where the plateau was activated soon after the intracellular current ramp started, as mentioned above (e.g., Fig. 2, left) . activated as soon as firing began, as seen by the steep slope at this time. The AHP amplitude was also reduced when We thus hypothesized that further activation might lower the plateau threshold below the firing level. Indeed, we found firing was initiated by stretch (Fig. 3A , middle, and Fig.  3B2 ), as compared with when firing occurred without a that when the synaptic excitation (muscle stretch) was slightly suprathreshold for firing (i.e., increased to recruit plateau (Fig. 3A, right, and Fig. 3B1 ). As we describe below, the reduction in AHP size was characteristic of a plateau the cell at a low firing rate), then subsequent current injected into the cell could not produce a jump in frequency or hyster-activation. esis (middle plot of Fig. 3A ; lack of hysteresis not shown, because the firing on the downward current ramp obscures Intracellular plateau activation when Na / spikes were that on the upward ramp), even though it could without the inactivated with QX314 stretch (right plot in Fig. 3A ). In this case there was either 1) no plateau, or 2) a plateau was already initiated by the From the above experiments, we suspected that during synaptic activation, the threshold for the activation of the synaptic input and the injected current could not activate a further plateau. We favor the latter interpretation, because plateau decreased close to the recruitment level of the cell.
However, because the large rhythmic changes in membrane another current ramp that was applied starting from a hyperpolarized level, to stop the initial firing produced by the potential at the initiation of firing obscured subtle changes Values are means { SD. Cells divided into rows according to response properties (plateaus present, no plateaus but primary and secondary slope, etc.). Units for cells with plateaus whose Na / spikes were inactivated with QX314 are in mV (last row). Initial rate (column 2) is the instantaneous rate for the first interspike interval at recruitment. Primary and secondary slopes were measured during the slowly increasing current ramp. In cells with plateaus, the amplitude of the jump (in Hz) to the plateau is shown along with the secondary slope corresponding to this plateau initiation. The ''threshold'' is the transition frequency at which the slope changes to the secondary slope and is the plateau threshold for cells with plateaus. The effects of EPSPs and IPSPs indicate effects on the plateau threshold for cells with plateaus, and the effects on the transition frequency at which the secondary slope is initiated for the cells without plateaus. In the motoneurons injected with QX314, these measures refer to membrane potential (mV) rather than firing frequency (Hz). In this case the plateau was initiated very rapidly and the secondary slope is thus not applicable. EPSP, excitatory postsynaptic potential; IPSP, inhibitory postsynaptic potential; N/A, not applicable; QX, QX314. Fig. 2 . Recordings taken in DCC mode, compensated for electrode rectification as calibrated extracellularly. Note that the plateau threshold was again lowered and raised, respectively, by tonic EPSPs (stretch) and IPSPs (CP stimulation; see arrows). Two results shown for CP stimulation, the one on the right was with a stronger stimulation that eliminated the plateau. Also, note the rapid plateau activation in each case, with a characteristic overshoot in membrane potential (marked with asterisk in resting condition). C: potential plotted against current To further quantify the activation of plateaus during synintracellular QX314. Because plateaus are not thought to be aptic input, we studied their activation during phasic (sinucarried by sodium channels in motoneurons, we were able soidal) stretching, while holding the cells at different levels to study the effects of synaptic input on the plateau activation of hyperpolarization with intracellular current injection. We threshold as described above, but analyzing potential rather present results from cells with QX314 first (Fig. 6 ), because than frequency. As before, a current ramp was injected into the interpretation is simpler. In some cells we were able to the cell, and a plateau was assumed to be activated at a obtain a measure of the firing level at recruitment immediparticular threshold if a steep rise in potential occurred that ately upon penetration, before the QX314 took effect (horiwas not directly reversed during lowering of the current zontal line in Fig. 6A ), and so we had an approximate idea (Fig. 4) . With QX314 the plateau activation occurred in all of the degree to which the plateau activation was below the cells tested and was particularly easy to spot, because it firing level. usually occurred rapidly with an overshoot in membrane When cells were hyperpolarized sufficiently, they repotential (85% of cells, example marked with an asterisk in sponded phasically to muscle stretch and not during shorten- Fig. 4B ). The overshoot lasted Ç80 ms and may have been ing, as expected from the response pattern of Ia afferents to a broad, partially blocked sodium spike, or perhaps a calcium stretch under these curarized conditions (Fig. 6A, far left) . overshoot (spike) associated with the plateau activation .
The threshold for activation of the plateau was significantly lowered by tonic synaptic excitation (EPSPs) and raised by inhibition (IPSPs, P õ 0.05, Table 1 ; Fig. 4, A  and B) , with effects in all cells tested. As with non-QX314-treated cells, the degree to which the plateau threshold was lowered by EPSPs was graded with the EPSP intensity, as is shown in Fig. 5 . With sufficient EPSP strength, the plateau threshold could be brought to as low as 060 mV (Fig. 4 ; 056.4 mV on average, Table 1), which was likely below the sodium threshold, if firing were not blocked with QX314. The effects of IPSPs were also graded. Strong enough IPSPs eliminated the jump to the plateau, because there was a maximum depolarization above which it was difficult to depolarize the cell further (e.g., 048 mV in Fig. 4B ), just as with the rate limiting seen without QX314. recording from GS motoneuron with QX314 to inactivate spiking, during sinusoidal stretching of GS muscle. At the left, the cell was hyperpolarized by 05 nA, and there was only a reflex response during the stretch phase of the sinusoid (upward slope). When the hyperpolarizing bias was removed, a plateau was activated phasically with each stretch, until the bias was reduced to 01 nA, after which the stretch produced a tonic activation of the plateau. B: averaged and smoothed stretch responses at the different bias currents, for the same cell as in A. The most hyperpolarized condition showed no plateau, but at more depolarized levels there was a plateau that started at the thresholds marked with arrows, and increased in amplitude and duration as the bias was reduced. The plateau activation traversed the estimated firing level (horizontal line). C: on the left the plateau was activated twice by stretch and terminated by a strong inhibitory stimulation (CP nerve stimulation train, 100 Hz, 10T, 500 ms, at asterisks). The same CP stimulation had no long-lasting effect when there was no plateau ( right). D: input/output properties of the cell. Reflex responses from B plotted against the reflex response at the most hyperpolarized level (09 nA); the latter was assumed to represent the synaptic input, without influence of the plateaus. Direction of time shown with arrows as in Fig. 4C . Data in C smoothed with 5-Hz low-pass filter.
When the membrane potential was allowed to increase by voltage-dependent changes, due to the activation of the plateau currents (Fig. 6B) , as described above. It is also imreducing the hyperpolarizing holding current, the response to stretch became larger and more prolonged (by seconds), portant to note that the threshold for plateau activation (marked with arrows in Fig. 6B ) was raised as the bias in all cells tested (n Å 5; see Fig. 6A, middle) . The latter self-sustained depolarizations were an indication that a pla-current was changed from 05 to 02 nA. Also, note that the plateau activation started below the predicted initial firing teau was being activated. This amplification and prolongation of the stretch response usually occurred over a broad level (horizontal line) and continued until it was fully activated above this level. Thus, for example in the 02 nA voltage range, part of which was subthreshold to the predicted firing level (e.g., 05 to 02 nA conditions in Fig. 6A ; condition, had the firing not been inactivated, the stretch would have recruited the cell phasically, and the cell would see also Fig. 6B ). When the holding current was further reduced, the next stretch cycle activated the plateau tonically have continued to fire during muscle shortening, because of the plateau activation. Once the plateau was fully activated, (Fig. 6A, right) . The final plateau level was above the estimated firing level (horizontal line). Subsequent stretch re-the responses to stretch were smaller, and comparable with those at hyperpolarized levels (09 nA condition), consistent sponses where superimposed on this tonic plateau.
with the interpretation that the inward currents responsible To more clearly see the stretch reflex behavior of this cell, for the plateau were tonically activated and not able to furwe have averaged and smoothed the stretch cycles at each ther contribute to the stretch reflex. holding current and superimposed these averages for one stretch cycle. This plot format shows the cell's pronounced If we assume that the synaptic input per se (unaffected by nonlinear membrane properties) was reflected by the mem-tions were studied). A typical cell is shown in Fig. 7A using the same format as in Fig. 6B . As before, at hyperpolarized brane potential trajectory at the most hyperpolarized level (09 nA bias current, shown in Fig. 6B, but not A) , then we can levels the stretch reflex response simply reflected the synaptic input (Ia afferents). As the bias current was removed, compare this synaptic input with responses at other bias currents, to infer the influence of the plateau on the cell's input/ we saw voltage-dependent amplification and prolongation of the stretch reflex responses (by 3-8 mV in 89% of cells output properties. In other words, if we plot the membrane potential at a given current bias against that at the 09-nA bias tested), indicative of plateau activation, and this plateau activation was often significantly below the firing level ( Fig.  (as in Fig. 6D ), then we can examine the degree of hysteresis produced by the plateau, as was done with the V -I plots in 7). Indications of plateau activation at or below the recruitment level occurred in 86% of cells (12/14; 4 cells needed Fig. 4C . In this format the magnitude of the amplification of the stretch reflex response produced by the plateau is reflected current bias to fire and were not included).
The cell in Fig. 7 exhibited some ''warm-up'' (see in the openness of the hysteresis loop plots. As seen in Fig.  6D , hysteresis occurred over a range of hyperpolarizing bias above). That is, at the 01-nA bias the first stretch cycle produced a sustained depolarization (Fig. 7A , bottom plot) currents, where the plateau was phasically activated with each stretch. Further, once a plateau was tonically active (01 nA that was maintained for later stretch cycles (top plot labeled 01 nA), which caused further sustained depolarizations condition in Fig. 6D ), the cell responded without hysteresis or amplification of the stretch reflex response, as mentioned (labeled plateau) and firing.
As before, the hysteresis due to the plateau was studied above. In all QX314-treated cells tested with phasic stretching (n Å 5), we found similar subthreshold voltage-dependent by plotting the membrane potential at each current bias against the effective synaptic input, given by the 09-nA plateau activation (arrows in Fig. 6B ).
When the plateau was activated tonically (Fig. 6A , right) response ( Fig. 7B ; spikes not shown, and data smoothed to see slight hysteresis at the most hyperpolarized level, e.g., it could be turned ''off '' by a brief inhibitory nerve stimulation train (CP nerve, 10T, 100 Hz, asterisk at left of Fig. 02 nA) . The hysteresis response at the 0-nA condition could not be shown because the cell fired throughout most of the 6C). A subsequent stretch could then reactivate the plateau. The same nerve stimulation applied when there was no pla-stretch. In other cells the plateau threshold was closer to the firing level than in Fig. 7 , and recruitment simultaneous with teau only had transient effects (Fig. 6C, right) . In some cells, warm-up occurred (Bennett et al. 1998 ; Russo and plateau activation made such hysteresis plots impossible to make (e.g., cell in Fig. 8 ), and analysis of firing rate was Hounsgaard 1994 ; that is, activation of the plateau become progressively larger with each stretch cycle, unlike necessary. in Fig. 6 . In these cells we waited for a steady state to be reached during the sinusoidal stretch (in a few cycles), be-Self-sustained firing fore we analyzed the responses.
The plateau activation during muscle stretch could often be seen from the firing rate profiles. For example, for the Stretch activated plateaus without QX314 cell in Fig. 8 without a current bias (0-nA condition), the first stretch caused firing that was sustained during shortenWe repeated these stretch reflex experiments in 18 cells without QX314 (with sinusoidal and/or triangular stretch-ing, even though the effective synaptic activation, predicted from the hyperpolarized stretch response, only occurred during, the latter not shown), so that the plateau thresholds could be directly compared with the firing level (only cells ing stretch (bottom of Fig. 8, 09 nA) . Such self-sustained firing was even more pronounced when the stretch occurred that exhibited plateaus with ramp intracellular current injec- FIG. 7. Stretch activated plateaus without QX314. A and B: response of soleus motoneuron to sinusoidal muscle stretch with different current bias. Same format as Fig. 6 , A and B. Note the amplification and prolongation of the stretch reflex as the hyperpolarizing bias was reduced (cf. plateau activation). The plateau was tonically activated in the 0-nA condition; thus the responses were smaller as was seen in Fig. 6 . Firing occurred in this 0-nA condition, so it is shown displaced vertically for clarity.
J-789-7 / 9k2d$$oc13 09-17-98 13:51:51 neupa LP-Neurophys too rapidly for this hyperpolarized level (again see 09-nA response in Fig. 8 , which reflected the synaptic input). It should be noted that the self-sustained firing seen in Fig. 8 could be predicted from the data with QX314 in Fig. 6 . It is also noteworthy that the cell in Fig. 8 could not produce bistable firing. That is, it was on the plateau even when firing at only a few impulses per second (middle of 0-nA condition). Increases in rate, once the cell was recruited, only occurred gradually as described above.
Synaptic activation of plateaus in high-threshold ''fast'' motoneurons
In higher threshold cells the muscle stretch could not, by itself, recruit the cell or activate the plateau. However, when these cells were depolarized with a steady current bias, the plateau could be activated by a subsequent stretch. For example, in the cell shown in Fig. 9 , with a bias current of 10 nA the stretch reflex produced phasic depolarizations just below the plateau threshold (1st 3 stretches, cell with QX314). When the current was increased to 11 nA, the subsequent stretch activated the plateau. However, in these fast motoneurons that required large injected currents to aid in plateau activation, the plateau was sustainable for only short periods of time (õ5 s), consistent with similar findings in the turtle (Russo 1994). That is, the plateau was only maintained for one stretch cycle (Ç5 s). Subsequent stretch cycles could reactivate the plateau phasically (Fig. 9, right) , but to a lesser degree. As a final topic, we investigated the changes in the in-62 ms]. Responses shown during the 1st 2 cycles of stretch after the current terspike membrane trajectories (AHP shape) during plateaus bias was changed to the levels indicated. The membrane potential with a 09-and compared them with and without muscle stretch. When nA hyperpolarizing bias shown for one stretch cycle, to give an indication of a plateau was activated by intracellular current injection, the the time course of the actual synaptic excitation produced by the stretch.
AHP amplitude was significantly reduced compared with
Note that, although the synaptic excitation only occurred during stretch, firing was maintained during shortening (after the dotted lines in 0-and 1-before the plateau activation, even when comparisons were nA condition; cf. self-sustained firing), suggesting a plateau activation. made at equal interspike intervals, as shown in Fig. 3B2 (see also Brownstone et al. 1992) . Also, during the plateau there was at times an associated afterdepolarization that after a 1-nA bias was introduced, and probably resulted from made the AHP shape less concave (see arrow in Fig. 3B ; a plateau activation.
cf. delayed depolarization) (Granit et al. 1963) , especially Firing usually started abruptly, at a rate that was significantly above the minimum firing rate of the cell. Likely, this was because the plateau was activated simultaneously with recruitment. The 0-nA condition in Fig. 8 shows this very clearly, with recruitment occurring abruptly at 9 Hz on the first stretch, and firing continuing through to the next stretch, with firing rates well below 9 Hz. The next stretch then caused a smoothly graded increase in firing rate that reflected the smooth synaptic input from the Ia afferents (cf. see 09-nA response). Likely the plateau was activated on the first stretch, causing the steep recruitment step, and then remained activated through to the end of the second stretch cycle. Likewise in the 1-nA condition in Fig. 8, the plateau   FIG. 9 . Stretch activated plateaus in a high-threshold ''fast'' motoneuappeared to be activated by the first stretch, and continued ron. Recording from GS motoneuron during muscle stretch and a current bias. Cell recorded with QX314, but rheobase at penetration was 9 nA and to be activated (tonically) for subsequent stretch cycles.
AHP half-amplitude duration 24 ms. When the bias current was 11 nA, the When the cell was activated phasically in the 01-nA condistretch elicited phasic plateaus, the first of which lasted for 2 stretch cycles, tion, there was also a steep increase in rate at recruitment, and started at the arrow indicated. Note that the plateau started sharply with possibly due to a plateau; however, there was no sustained an overshoot as for current injection in Fig. 4 , but then tapered off after a few seconds.
firing (as in Fig. 7A ), because the synaptic input decreased J-789-7 / 9k2d$$oc13 09-17-98 13:51:51 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG. 10. Influence of plateau on AHP shape. Responses of 2 low-threshold GS motoneurons to ramp current injections. Same format as Fig. 1B . A: cell with plateau activated a few spikes after recruitment (arrow), as seen from increase in firing rate, which was sustained for currents substantially negative to the recruitment current (cf. self-sustained firing). Membrane trajectory before and after the plateau was activated are shown on an expanded time scale, for 2 points with equal interspike intervals. Note the reduced AHP amplitude and the appearance of an afterdepolarization labeled with arrows. B: cell with plateau activated during recruitment, because there was no jump in firing rate and yet a marked asymmetry in the firing profile (cf. self-sustained firing). Note the 2 closely spaced spikes at recruitment (doublet). Also, note appearance of the AHP afterdepolarization during firing, compared with during antidromic stimulation (bottom right, c).
in low-threshold ''slow'' units [84% of low-threshold units caused from the overshoot seen in potential during the plateau activation (as in Fig. 4 ). Doublets were present in only with plateaus (21/25) and 25% of higher threshold units (6/24)]. However, note that even though AHP shape 8% cells (6/75) and could also be made to occur with rapidly rising current steps. They were more common in our associchanges do occur with plateau activation, they do not necessarily (by themselves) imply that a plateau is present. For ated study in awake rats, and we have, in part, included this figure for that reason (Gorassini et al. 1998b ). example, afterdepolarizations can occur in anesthetized cats where plateaus are not present (Nelson and Burke 1967) .
When the cell in Fig. 3 was brought to fire by synaptic D I S C U S S I O N activation alone (Fig. 3B) , the AHP amplitude and afterdepolarization were again altered, as when a plateau was gener-
The results in this study demonstrate that a tonic background synaptic excitation dramatically reduces the threshated by intracellular current injection (compare Fig. 3, B2 and B3), but this occurred right at recruitment, consistent old for plateau activation by intracellular current injection.
This refers to the threshold seen from the soma, either by with the conclusion drawn from Fig. 3A that the stretch evoked a plateau before firing began, as discussed earlier. recording the membrane potential at which the plateau potential was initiated, or the firing frequency at which the steep Figure 10 shows another two examples of changes in AHP with plateau initiation. These cells were both low-threshold slope (the frequency ''jump'') began. When the synaptic excitation was strong enough to recruit the cell, the plateau cells in which the plateau was initiated at (Fig. 10B ) or just after (Fig. 10A ) recruitment, and had significant self-threshold was brought down to, or below, the recruitment level. That implies, as demonstrated experimentally, that sustained firing when the current was removed. Figure 10B is particularly interesting, because the initiation of firing when synaptic excitation alone (no current injection) recruited the motoneuron, the plateau was already initiated (and presumably the plateau) was associated with a doublet. That is, a second spike arose rapidly after first (i.e., doublet), below, or at, the recruitment level. The latter results, which may be of great functional significance, are based on reperhaps as a result of the pronounced afterdepolarization that occurred in this cell. Alternatively, it could have been cordings from low-threshold, early recruited motoneurons.
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It was also demonstrated that synaptic inhibition had the (and see Segev et al. 1990) , then the plateau threshold would be approximately halved by these EPSPs (lowered by a facopposite effect on the threshold of plateau activation. Although this is an important finding (see below), it may tor of 1/e Å 0.4), which is remarkably consistent with our data (Figs. 2 and 4 , and Table 1 , where on average the be of little functional significance because the motoneurons obviously will never be recruited during a dominating inhibi-plateau threshold was lowered by factors of 0.59 for QX314 data and 0.41 for data during firing). The above computation tion unless depolarizing current is injected as part of an experimental protocol.
compares two extreme situations of plateau activation with either intracellular or synaptic input. When plateaus are actiAs briefly outlined in the INTRODUCTION (and in Fig. 1A) , the experiments were motivated by the possibility of a spe-vated by a combination of synaptic and intracellular current, the plateau threshold will vary in proportion to the synaptic cific distribution of synaptic inputs and plateau (inward) currents over the soma-dendritic membrane, and a significant excitation, as is shown with the analysis in the APPENDIX.
Interestingly, if we assume a priori that the plateaus and electrotonic distance between the soma (with the recording electrode) and the relevant dendritic compartments. These EPSPs act at the dendrites, then experiments such as ours can be used to compute the effective electrotonic distance aspects will be further evaluated below, and alternative explanations for the experimental findings will also be consid-at which they act, which would be Ç0.5l as just described.
Although this is consistent with the known location of Ia ered. It should be emphasized at the outset that the rather indirect interpretation of the mechanisms behind these re-afferent input (Segev 1990; on average 600 mm from soma Brown and Fyffe 1981), there is much less known about sults (in terms of dendritic action) does not influence the functional importance of plateau initiation close to the re-the location of inward currents responsible for the plateau. Schwindt and Crill (1980b,c) argued that these currents are cruitment level of the motoneuron.
within a few hundred micrometers of the soma, based on their ability to voltage clamp them. In contrast, if these inInterpretations based on dendritic model ward currents are calcium currents, then the recent results As suggested in the INTRODUCTION, this dendritic model of Talbot and Sayer (1996) would suggest that a substantial assumes that on average both the plateaus and the synaptic portion of this current is generated distally. That is, these input exert a major part of their effects through electrotoni-authors found that, in addition to its effect on sodium chancally distant dendrites, because they arise at least partly from nels, intracellular QX314 reduced both low-and high-threshthe dendrites, and the surface area of the dendrites is very old calcium currents in hippocampal neurons. Thus the preslarge in comparison to the soma (20-30 times larger) (Cull-ence of plateaus following QX314 in our experiments might heim et al. 1987; also see Segev et al. 1990 in relation to then imply that the inward currents are significantly more excitation from Ia afferents). Because of this electrotonic distal than the sodium channels responsible for the action attenuation, the dendrites may act in relative isolation and potential (i.e., distal enough to be not influenced by QX314). may be more readily depolarized by synaptic input (EPSPs) Finally, the location of the synapses of the Ia inhibitory than by current injected into the soma through an intracellu-interneurons that produce the IPSPs on the motoneurons is lar microelectrode. For example, EPSPs that depolarize the likewise rather uncertain, although the results of Burke et dendrites just subthreshold for plateau activation (on the al. (1971) would suggest that they may be more proximal dendrites) will depolarize the soma less than the dendrites than synapses from Renshaw cells, which are themselves [i.e., EPSP effect attenuated by e 0 ( x / l ) ; that is: Vs epsp Å close to the soma (at 0.25l) (Fyffe 1991) . Vd e 0 ( x / l ) , where Vs epsp and Vd are the changes in soma and In the preceding paragraph we have emphasized that tonic dendritic potentials relative to rest, x is the distance to the synaptic excitation lowers the threshold for plateau activasoma, and l is the effective space constant for the dendritic tion with slowly increasing current ramps. However, the tree]. In this case, a slight increase in excitation or a small interaction of synaptic and intracellularly injected currents amount of current injected into the soma through a micro-during plateau activation works both ways. Thus we should electrode will activate the plateau on the dendrites. On the expect an interaction in the opposite direction to occur as contrary, without EPSPs, current injected into the soma to well: a steady positive current injected into a cell should bring the dendritic plateaus to threshold will depolarize the raise the threshold (voltage or frequency) for synaptic actisoma (Vs) more than the dendrites, again due to electrotonic vation of plateaus as seen from the soma, because less synapattenuation [Vd Å Vs e 0 ( x / l ) ]. If we assume that the presence tic excitation would be needed to reach the plateau level, of EPSPs does not change the absolute plateau threshold at and less synaptic excitation means a higher plateau threshold dendritic level (Vd; see next section), then the soma will as seen from the soma. This conclusion is consistent with be less depolarized when the plateau is activated with the the actual results seen in Fig. 6B (see arrows) . The higher help of EPSPs, than without, as we have observed. Specifi-plateau threshold with steady current injection explains a cally, the plateau threshold seen at the soma and measured somewhat surprising point in the original series of papers relative to rest (065 mV or recruitment rate of 13 Hz) would on plateaus in decerebrate cats (Hounsgaard et al. 1988, Fig. be lowered by EPSPs by the combined electrotonic attenua-1). That is, a motoneuron was, on one hand, shown to be tion in the two situations described above, as seen by the brought from rest to sustained firing at a relatively low rate following substitution by a brief nerve stimulation, due to a plateau activation (õ14 Hz; self-sustained firing). On the other hand, when a
depolarizing bias current was applied to the same cell, it fired at a higher rate (14 Hz) without the plateau activated, Thus, if the synaptic activation occurred primarily at half a space constant from the soma (x Å 0.5l; see INTRODUCTION ) because the same brief nerve stimulation caused a sustained jump to a still higher firing rate (24 Hz), due to the plateau Although such an event can hardly be excluded, the fact thata dendritic compartment separated by a coupling conductance (Gc; to add a steady depolarizing current. For example, once to approximate the electrotonic attenuation). We start by considerabove the firing threshold the plateaus no longer influence ing how the model applies to our data with spiking inactivated the stretch reflex responses recorded in motoneurons (com-(QX314 results from Fig. 3 ). Referring to the simplified situation pare 01-and 09-nA conditions in Fig. 6 ). The conclusion where the absolute plateau threshold seen at the dendrites (Vd) that bistable firing might not be expected with strictly synap-does not depend on whether it is reached by injected current or tic activation could explain why previous studies of motor synaptic current (see DISCUSSION ), the following relations can be units in awake rats and humans have only given limited derived, which do not rely on specific knowledge of the somaevidence of this phenomena (see INTRODUCTION ). dendritic conductances. Without EPSPs, we need to inject current A major effect of plateaus is to produce an amplification to depolarize the soma by a certain amount (Vs) in order for the dendrites to depolarize to reach the dendritic plateau threshold of synaptic input during recruitment [at least in the low (Vd) . With EPSPs, to reach the same dendritic depolarization (Vd), (recruitment) threshold cells that we have studied in this we need to depolarize the soma less (by DVs), so that the current way]. This will ultimately influence the firing level and the that passes through the coupling conductance to the dendrites (Gc effectiveness of force generation of the motor unit. We have DVs) equals the effective (dendritic) synaptic current from the seen that near the recruitment level the plateau can more EPSPs (Id Å Gc DVs). Thus the EPSPs lower the plateau threshold than double the stretch reflex responses. Reevaluating seen at the soma by DVs Å Id/Gc. This relation indicates that the Grillner and Udo's (1971) motor unit data on the tonic plateau threshold seen at the soma should be lowered in proportion stretch reflex, we can in retrospect say that these motor units to the synaptic input (Id; as we see in Fig. 5 ), and this effect may have been recruited directly to a very high frequency should be greater for cells with larger dendritic trees that are more because of plateau activation. Likewise, the high firing rates electrotonically distant (i.e., smaller coupling conductance: Gc). further study (see companion paper; and Gorassini et al.
The only thing to keep in mind is that the threshold for firing must 1998b). In as far as plateaus are controlled by brain stem be modeled to increase with firing rate (Schwindt and Crill 1982) , neuromodulators, such as 5-HT ; Hultborn thus allowing the plateau threshold to be reached. and Kiehn 1992), there may be gain control over such amplification of motor unit firing at recruitment.
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